Hindi Diwas Celebrated on 13/09/2013 in Amity Law School

Amity Law School (Delhi) celebrated Hindi Diwas (Hindi Day) on 13th September, 2013. All the Faculty Members attended the function. The celebration started with a quiz competition on Hindi Literature in the moot court hall. The cultural program was conducted in the I-2 auditorium. ALSD had Mr. L. S. Bajpai, Director, All India Radio, as the chief guest for the program.

The welcome address was followed by a wonderful speech in Hindi on Hindi by Prof. M. K. Balachandran, Professor of Eminence and Chair Professor for Chair of Law, who brought out the need and relevance of having a national language and promoting it.

A classical song was sung by Vikramaditya, a student of II year, B.A. LLB followed by folk dance by the dance society which gave the audience glimpses of the folk dance forms of Hindi speaking states. To bring out the need for celebrating the National Language everyday, a speech was delivered by Mr. Gaurav Mishra, an LLM student of Amity Law School, Delhi. He brought out the need for promoting the language further by encouraging its use everyday and not just
for one day. He also criticized the use of English as the official language. He tried to show the beauty of the language by reciting a poem written by him.

The current status of the National Language was portrayed by the students Drama Society “Rang Rasia”. Through the street play the members of the Drama society discouraged sidelining of Hindi as an important language.

The Music society performed a medley of the classics and popular songs from Hindi movies. To make the atmosphere more jovial and lively, the dance society performed a dance on Hindi songs. These performances were followed by a Speech by Dr. Sumitra Singh, Assistant Professor, ALSD who using the famous works of various luminaries in the literature world, brought out the ways to bring back the lost charm of the language.

A song by Shruti Mahajan B.A. LLB student and the Stage play “Chunav ka Bukhar” staged by students of B.A LLB were among the start attractions of the program. The stage play was a comical satire on the current political scenario in India.

The Chief Guest, Mr. L. S. Bajpai, himself a world renowned Hindi Poet, shared his experiences around the world and also recited some of his own works which was enjoyed by all. The speech encouraged students to recite poems, which was a showcase of the immense talent of the students in poetry.

The Last and one of the Best performances was by Anand, a student of II year B.A.LLB, who, with his mesmerizing voice sang two songs and also received a standing ovation from the audience for the melodious presentations.

The whole program concluded with a vote of thanks by Dr. Tapan Kumar Chandola, who also sang a song on public demand along with a guitar recital by Mr. Ashutosh Raj Anand, Assistant Professor and faculty co-coordinator of the Cultural committee.